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Cohesiveness tunes assembly and morphology of FG nucleoporin domain
meshworks – Implications for nuclear pore permeability
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ABSTRACT Nuclear pore complexes control the exchange of macromolecules between the cytoplasm and the nucleus. A
selective permeability barrier that arises from a supramolecular assembly of intrinsically unfolded nucleoporin domains rich in
phenylalanine-glycine dipeptides (FG domains) fills the nuclear pore. There is increasing evidence that selective transport
requires cohesive FG domain interactions. To understand the functional roles of cohesive interactions, we studied monolayers
of end-grafted FG domains as a bottom-up nanoscale model system of the permeability barrier. Based on detailed physico-
chemical analysis of the model films and comparison of the data with polymer theory, we propose that cohesiveness is tuned
to promote rapid assembly of the permeability barrier and to generate a stable and compact pore-filling meshwork with a small
mesh size. Our results highlight the functional importance of weak interactions, typically a few kBT per chain, and contribute
important information to understand the mechanism of size-selective transport.
INTRODUCTION
Bulk macromolecular transport between the cytosol and the
nucleus of eukaryotic cells is gated through nuclear pore
complexes (NPCs) (1–6), large protein assemblies that
perforate the nuclear envelope. To form an NPC, several
types of nucleoporin proteins self-assemble in multiple
copies into a ring-like structure with a central channel
of 30 to 50 nm in diameter (7,8). Specialized nucleo-
porin domains that are natively unfolded and rich in
phenylalanine-glycine dipeptides (FG domains) are grafted
at high density to the channel walls (9) and constitute a
selective permeability barrier: molecules smaller than
5 nm in diameter (10) can diffuse efficiently through the
channel, whereas larger molecules are delayed or blocked,
unless they are bound to nuclear transport receptors
(NTRs) that bind to FG motifs as a prerequisite for facili-
tated NPC passage (1–4,11).

The physical mechanism behind transport selectivity is
poorly understood. Several models have been proposed
(12–16). They share the idea that the permeability barrier
of NPCs arises from the supramolecular assembly of FG
domains. The structure of the FG domain meshwork inside
the NPC remains elusive, presumably because it is highly
dynamic and exhibits a low degree of order. There is,
however, increasing evidence that FG domains can interact
attractively with each other (17–20), and that these interac-
tions are essential for the formation of a functional perme-
ability barrier (17,21).

We hypothesize that the combination of flexible chains,
their confinement through grafting, and the degree to which
they interact attractively with each other, henceforward also
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called cohesiveness, determines the functionality of the
permeability barrier. Cohesive interactions are heteroge-
neously distributed within FG domain chains, i.e., one can
find cohesive elements, made of FG, FxFG, or GLFG
motives but also other amino acids, as well as repulsive
ones, such as stretches of charged residues (19,22–25).
The balance of these interactions, together with the confine-
ment of the chains, will ultimately determine the organiza-
tion and dynamics of the nanoscale FG domain meshwork in
a way that is crucially important for function, yet not well
understood.

To explore experimentally how the balance of interac-
tions affects the morphology and dynamics of FG domain
assemblies, we exploited a recently developed nanoscale
model system of the permeability barrier: planar films of
FG domains that are end-grafted to supported lipid bilayers
(SLBs) (Fig. 1 a) (26,27). The films reproduce the native
permeability barrier in the following aspects: the FG
domains are end-grafted, the film thickness is comparable
with the dimensions of the nuclear pore, and the FG repeat
densities are comparable. Compared with the native pore or
reconstituted systems that reproduce the pore-like topology
(21,28), the choice of a planar geometry provides excellent
control on film formation and greatly facilitates a detailed
and quantitative characterization of the film morphology
and dynamics.

To rationalize the behavior of our films, we took advan-
tage of classical theoretical concepts of polymer physics.
As a first approximation, we describe the physicochemical
ensemble properties of FG domain assemblies by their
average degree of cohesive interactions, without con-
sidering the (still unknown) exact distribution of cohesive
elements along the chain. Fig. 1 b schematically shows theo-
retical predictions about the morphology of end-grafted and
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FIGURE 1 Supramolecular assembly of FG domains, and predictions by

polymer theory. (a, left) Schematic cross section of the yeast NPC perpen-

dicular to its axis. FG domains are anchored to the NPC wall at high density.

The flexible, intrinsically disordered chains explore the NPC channel, inter-

penetrate, and may form cross-links (red circles) to form the permeability

barrier. (a, right) Monolayers of SLB-grafted FG domains are used as

model systems of the permeability barrier, to study the impact of cohesive

interactions on the organization and dynamics of FG domain assemblies at

the nm scale. (b) Schematic phase diagram, summarizing simple theoretical

predictions for films of flexible, regular, end-grafted polymers as a function

of the Flory interaction parameter c (which, as we propose, mirrors overall

cohesiveness in our irregular FG domains) and grafting density. The brush

and disrupted film phases are of particular interest for this study. Boundaries

between phases are drawn qualitatively. The interpenetration of chains in

the brush film (inset) gives rise to the correlation length x, a measure of

the average mesh size. To see this figure in color, go online.
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flexible, regular polymers of varying cohesiveness (29,30).
For regular polymers, cohesiveness receives a precise phys-
ical meaning. It is identical to the so-called Flory interaction
parameter c, which is determined by the relative strength of
(inter- and intramolecular) interactions between polymer
segments, polymer-solvent and solvent-solvent interactions.
Irrespective of the magnitude of c, a sufficiently high graft-
ing density entails the formation of a so-called brush, in
which the film is laterally homogeneous and its chains are
partially stretched away from the grafting surface. With
increasing c, the stretching decreases and an increasingly
dense film is expected to form. For values of c well beyond
0.5, lateral phase separation occurs at intermediate grafting
densities, driven by the maximization of interchain inter-
actions. Depending on the grafting density and c, different
morphologies can arise (30,31): a continuous film perfo-
rated by pores, an array of isolated clusters of several
polymer chains, or an array of globules of individual chains.
Flexible chains in a brush do also explore the lateral dimen-
sions, implying that they show some degree of interpenetra-
tion. This aspect is frequently neglected when sketching
polymer brushes (e.g., 16,32) yet it might be functionally
important. On a local scale, the film forms a meshwork of
interpenetrating chains, and the so-called correlation length
x is a measure for the mean mesh size (33–35). The mesh
size limits the permeability of particles that do not attrac-
tively interact with the polymers (34).

In this paper, we provide evidence that FG domains,
despite their heterogeneous primary structure, faithfully
reproduce the basic theoretical predictions for regular,
flexible polymers. To this end, we compared different types
of FG domains, including mutants. The FG domains were
selected for their difference in cohesiveness, based on their
propensity to form macroscopic hydrogels, where a hydro-
gel is defined as a nonfluid polymer network that is
expanded throughout its whole volume by aqueous solvent
(36). ‘‘Nup98-glyco’’ is an O-GlcNAc-modified, 485 amino
acid long FG domain from Xenopus tropicalis Nup98. This
domain forms tight macroscopic hydrogels and is essential
for forming a selective permeability barrier in NPCs recon-
stituted from Xenopus egg extracts (21,25). Nsp1-WT, a 600
amino acid FG domain from Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
consists of a highly cohesive N-terminal domain and a
less cohesive C-terminal domain (19,32) but still forms tight
macroscopic hydrogels (17,18). Nsp1-FILV/S, a mutant
Nsp1 FG domain in which all hydrophobic amino acids
were exchanged by the hydrophilic serine, does not form
macroscopic hydrogels (19).

In particular, we analyze to what extent ultrathin films of
the selected FG domain constructs form hydrogels. In the
nucleocytoplasmic transport field, the scenario of end-
grafted, noncohesive chains is commonly, though impre-
cisely, termed a ‘‘brush-like, entropic barrier’’ and opposed
to a gel (16,37). Based on the above-given definitions, it
becomes clear that polymer brushes and hydrogels are not
mutually exclusive states: the chains in a polymer brush
(i.e., a dense arrangement of end-grafted polymer chains)
may repel each other, leading to simple interpenetration of
chains, or attract each other at various degrees, leading to
the formation of a (transiently or stably) cross-linked film;
if the cross-links are stable enough to prevent polymer
flow, a hydrogel would be formed.

We demonstrate that the morphologies outlined in Fig. 1 b
can be generated if the cohesiveness is adjusted appropri-
ately. We show that hydrogels on the one hand and brushes
of interpenetrating, noncohesive chains on the other are not
two distinct states but rather that they are extremes of a
continuous spectrum of states that can be covered by tuning
cohesiveness. We argue that the self-organization pheno-
mena that we observe on planar surfaces are relevant for
the NPC topology, and we discuss the broad implications
for the assembly and function of the permeability barrier.
Biophysical Journal 105(8) 1860–1870



FIGURE 2 Kinetics of FG domain film assembly and maximal grafting

density depend strongly on FG domain type. (a) Film formation was moni-

tored by ellipsometry. At 0 min, 0.9 mM FG domains were added to SLBs

containing 10 mol-% bis-NTA functionalized lipids. All FG domains were
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Proteins and buffer

We used the following FG domains: Nsp1-WT (amino acids 2 to 601;

62.1 kDa), Nsp1-F/S (58.8 kDa), Nsp1-FILV/S (57.9 kDa), and

Nup98-glyco (amino acids 1 to 485, with ~30 O-GlcNAc modified Ser

and Thre residues per chain (25); 55.3 kDa) without His-tag; Nsp1-WT

(64.1 kDa), Nsp1-F/S (60.8 kDa), and Nsp1-FILV/S (60.4 kDa) with

C-terminal His10-tag; and Nup98-glyco (58.8 kDa) with N-terminal

His14-tag. FG domains with and without a His-tag were purified as

described earlier (25,26) (see Fig. S1in the Supporting Material). To obtain

fluorescently labeled FG domains, the N-terminal cysteine of the Nsp1 FG

domain constructs and the C-terminal cysteine of Nup98-glyco were

reacted with Atto488-maleimide and purified by high-performance liquid

chromatography as described previously ( 18). All FG domains were stored

at a concentration of 10 mg/ml in 50 mM Tris pH 8 and 6 M guanidine

hydrochloride (GuHCl) at�80�C. Before use, the FG domains were diluted

in working buffer (10 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl) to desired

concentrations. The dilutions were chosen so that the residual concentration

of GuHCl in the final solution was below 75 mM.

incubated under identical stirring conditions. Initial adsorption (inset) is

similar for all FG domains and limited by mass transport (the gray shaded

area represents theoretically estimated mass transport rates, see Supporting

Material for details). At higher coverage, adsorption rates differ signifi-

cantly between FG domains. (b) Schematic free energy profiles for the bind-

ing of FG domain molecules to an FG-domain-covered SLB. The barrier

due to entropically unfavorable partitioning of new molecules into the

existing FG domain film (black curve) is lowered through weak, attractive

interchain interactions (purple dashed curve). To see this figure in color, go

online.
Surfaces

Silica-coated for quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring

(QCM-D) measurements sensors (QSX303, Biolin Scientific, Västra

Frölunda, Sweden) and silicon wafers with a native oxide layer of less

than 2 nm thickness (University Wafers, South Boston, MA) were cleaned

by immersion in a 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate solution for 30 min, rinsed

with ultrapure water, blow-dried with nitrogen, and exposed to UV/ozone

(BioForce Nanosciences, Ames, IA) for 30 min. Glass cover slips (No.

1.5, 24 � 24 mm2; Menzel Gläser, Thermo Scientific, Germany) were

immersed in freshly prepared piranha solution, i.e., a 1:3 (v/v) mixture of

50% H2O2 and concentrated H2SO4 for 1 h, rinsed with ultrapure water,

and blow-dried with nitrogen. Cleaned substrates were stored in air and

again exposed to UV/ozone (30 min) before use.
Preparation of lipids and lipid vesicles

Lyophilized dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) was purchased from

Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Lipid analogs with chelator

headgroups comprising either two or three nitrilotriacetic acid moieties

(bis-NTA or tris-NTA, respectively (38)) were kindly provided by J. Piehler

(University of Osnabrück, Germany). Lipid vesicles were prepared as

described earlier (38,39). Before use, vesicle suspensions were diluted to

50 mg/ml in a working buffer containing 10 mM NiCl2.
QCM-D

QCM-D measures changes in resonance frequency, Df, and dissipation,

DD, of a sensor crystal upon interaction of (soft) matter with its surface.

The QCM-D response is sensitive to the mass (including hydrodynami-

cally coupled water) and the mechanical properties of the surface-bound

layer (40). To a first approximation, a decrease in Df indicates a mass

increase, whereas high (low) values of DD indicate a soft (rigid) film.

Adsorption processes were monitored in situ with subsecond time resolu-

tion. QCM-D measurements were performed with a Q-Sense E4 system

(Biolin Scientific, Västra Frölunda, Sweden). The system was operated

in flow mode with a flow rate of typically 20 ml/min using a syringe

pump (KD Scientific, Holliston, MA). The working temperature was

23�C. Df and DD were measured at the fundamental (i ¼ 1) and typically

6 overtones (i ¼ 3, 5 . 13), corresponding to resonance frequencies of

fi z 5, 15 . 65 MHz. Changes in dissipation and normalized

frequencies, Dfi/i, for i ¼ 5 are presented. The film thickness hQCM was
Biophysical Journal 105(8) 1860–1870
determined by fitting of QCM-D data to a viscoelastic model, as described

in Eisele et al. (27).
Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE)

Spectroscopic ellipsometry (M2000V, Woollam, NE) on silicon wafers was

performed using an open fluid cell with continuously stirred sample

solution, and data were fitted with the software CompleteEASE (Woollam,

NE) using a model of multiple optically homogeneous layers, as previously

described in other studies (26,41). The FG domain film was treated as a

transparent Cauchy medium with optical thickness hSE and wavelength-

dependent refractive index n. The FG domain grafting density was deter-

mined through de Fejter’s equation (42), G ¼ hSEDn=ðMw � dn=dcÞ, where
Mw is the molecular weight, and Dn is the (approximately wavelength-

independent) difference in refractive index between the film and buffer

solution. We used a refractive index increment of dn/dc¼ 0.18 cm3/g. Error

bars for hSE correspond to 68% confidence intervals, calculated analogously

to the error bars for hQCM-D, see Eisele et al. (27) for details.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Imaging and nanoindentation measurements were performed on a

NanoWizard II atomic force microscope (AFM; JPK, Berlin, Germany)

using oxide-sharpened Si3N4 probes (NP-S, Veeco, CA) with a nominal

cantilever spring constant of 0.06 N/m. The real spring constant, deter-

mined through the thermal noise method, was 0.10 N/m. Sample films

were prepared on silicon wafers, following the same incubation steps as

previously established by SE (Figs. 2 and S3), although in still solution.

Complementary SE measurements confirmed that stirring does not

significantly affect the final adsorbed amounts for the incubation times

used (1 h or more).

AFM images were acquired in tapping mode in solution. The drive

frequency was typically between 10 and 20 kHz, and the free amplitude
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of the cantilever was set to ~30 nm. To ensure a soft approach to the

sample, the setpoint amplitude was decreased manually, in steps of a

few Å, until the surface could be tracked. Scan speeds of 2 to 20 mm/s

were employed.

Nanoindentation assays were performed in working buffer solution.

Deflection versus displacement curves were typically acquired at approach

speeds of 500 nm/s and maximal loads of 1 nN, and converted into force

versus distance curves with JPK Data Processing software (JPK, Berlin,

Germany). We compared only force curves that were acquired with the

same tip, to minimize the effect that variations in the shape of the AFM

probe may have on indentation. Reference force curves were acquired on

a control surface—an SLB that lacked FG domain coating—before and

after indentation of each FG domain film. Only indentation series that

reproducibly showed a small interaction distance (% 5 nm) on bare SLBs

were accepted. A force curve was considered representative, when it could

be reproduced upon repeated indentation at the same spot and at different

spots on the same sample. For further analysis, and display in Fig. 3 a, 6

to 12 curves were taken with the same AFM probe on the same or different

spots on a given FG domain film and averaged. To quantify the onset of

repulsive forces, data around the estimated contact point were fitted with

a polynomial; the onset was then taken as the distance at which the force

exceeded baseline level by 10 pN. The film thickness hAFM was estimated

from the distance between the onset of repulsive forces and the hard-wall

compression limit.
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) measurements were

performed with a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM 510,

Zeiss, Germany) using an argon laser (l ¼ 488 nm), a plan-apochromat

63 � /1.4 oil immersion objective, and a completely opened pinhole

(1 mm diameter). FG domain films were assembled on glass cover slips,

from protein solutions containing ~1 mol-% Atto488-labeled FG domains.

The image size was set to 118� 118 mm2. After acquiring several prebleach

images of the fluorescently labeled FG domain monolayer, a circular region
FIGURE 3 The strength of inter-FG repeat interactions affects the thick-

ness and concentration of FG domain films. (a) AFM indentation assays

(schematically described in the inset) on FG domain films with a grafting

density of 5.4, 5.1, and 4.8 pmol/cm2 for Nup98-glyco, Nsp1-WT, and

Nsp1-FILV/S, respectively, were carried out to estimate the film thick-

ness. The thickness was determined by the distance between the onset

of repulsive forces (arrowheads) and the hard-wall compression limit

(d ¼ 0). Control curves on SLB-covered silica before and after the inden-

tation assays were taken to validate that the interaction with the probe

remained short-ranged. (b) Film thicknesses determined by AFM indenta-

tions assays, and independently through viscoelastic modeling of QCM-D

data (Fig. S5) and optical modeling of SE data on identically prepared

FG domain films. The stronger the cohesive interactions the thinner and

denser the film. To see this figure in color, go online.
with a radius of 10 mm in the center of the imaged area was bleached

through brief exposure (3 to 8 s) to high laser intensity. More than 60%

bleaching in the center of the exposed region was achieved. Fluorescence

recovery due to lateral diffusion of bleached (unbleached) FG domains

out of (into) the bleached region was then monitored through acquisition

of postbleach images over a period of up to 4 h.
RESULTS

FG domain film assembly and its kinetics

Specific and stable end-grafting of FG domains with
different cohesiveness (Nup98-glyco, Nsp1-WT, and
Nsp1-FILV/S) through terminal His-tags to SLBs doped
with Ni2þ-NTA functionalized lipids (38) was confirmed
by quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring
(QCM-D; Figs. S2–3). Grafting density and film formation
kinetics were quantified by spectroscopic ellipsometry
(SE; Fig. 2 a). The different FG domains initially adsorbed
with similar rates, consistent with mass-transport-limited
binding. Clearly, all FG domains can bind rapidly to a
sparsely covered SLB, i.e., binding of the His-tag to the
Ni2þ-NTA group is not rate limiting. The adsorption rates
decreased with increasing surface density, and the decrease
in rate differed drastically between FG domains: it was very
pronounced for Nsp1-FILV/S, less pronounced for Nsp1-
WT, and barely noticeable for Nup98-glyco up to G ¼ 10
pmol/cm2. The grafting densities of both Nsp1 constructs
remained well below this density during the first hour of
incubation, indicating that availability of Ni2þ-NTA anchor
groups did not limit binding of Nsp1 constructs within this
time.

A strongly coverage-dependent decrease in the binding
rate, as observed for the Nsp1-FILV/S mutant, is consis-
tent with theoretical predictions for the formation of brushes
from polymer chains that repel each other (c < 0.5): the
brush-forming polymers constitute an entropic barrier
(Fig. 2 b) against the access of free polymers from solution
to the SLB, entailing a coverage-dependent reduction in the
binding rate (43). Cohesive interactions would be predicted
to facilitate entry and partitioning of polymers into the
surface-confined film, and we propose that this is the reason
why Nsp1-WT and Nup98-glyco continue to bind rapidly at
surface coverages that are inhibitory for Nsp1-FILV/S.
The entropic penalty associated with the partitioning of
polymers from the solution into the film increases with
coverage, and differences in the cohesiveness would readily
explain why Nup98-glyco retained a high binding rate
longer than Nsp1-WT.
Thickness, concentration, and mechanical
properties of FG domain meshworks

To test how cohesive interactions affect FG domain film
thickness, we prepared and compared different FG domain
films at grafting densities close to the maximal coverage
Biophysical Journal 105(8) 1860–1870
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attainable with Nsp1-FILV/S (i. e. 5.1 5 0.3 pmol/cm2,
or one molecule per 31 5 2 nm2; Fig. S4). These values
compare well with the estimated average surface area per
FG domain chain in a yeast NPC that would be 24 to
32 nm2, assuming a channel of 35 to 40 nm in diameter
and 30 to 35 nm in length (7), and ~136 FG domains per
channel (9,44).

AFM indentation assays with a nanosized probe (Fig. 3)
revealed film thicknesses in the range of a few 10 nm,
consistent with the formation of a monolayer of weakly
extended polypeptide chains. The Nsp1-FILV/S mutant
formed the thickest films (35 5 5 nm), Nsp1-WT formed
a film of intermediate thickness (25 5 8 nm), and Nup98-
glyco formed the thinnest film (17 5 3 nm). Thickness
values determined from QCM-D and SE data of films pre-
pared under identical conditions showed the same trend
(Fig. 3 b), corroborating the AFM data. From the thickness
determined by AFM and the grafting density, we can esti-
mate the concentration of FG domains in the films to be
85 5 13 mg/ml for Nsp1-FILV/S, 146 5 47 mg/ml for
Nsp1-WT, and 191 5 34 mg/ml for Nup98-glyco. Clearly,
increasing cohesive interactions promotes the formation of
more compact films with higher FG domain concentration.

A polymer meshwork should become stiffer when
increasing the concentration or interaction strength. For
thin, homogeneous films, the elastic compliance (or inverse
of stiffness), J’, can be estimated directly from QCM-D data
(27,45). Fig. 4 displays the evolution of the ratio of QCM-D
dissipation and frequency shifts, DD/-Df, which is propor-
tional to J’/r, where r is the film density, during the process
of film formation. All curves exhibited a monotonous
FIGURE 4 Cohesive interactions lead to stiffer FG domain films. A para-

metric plot of DD/�Df vs. �Df, monitored by QCM-D during film forma-

tion, provides an estimate of the evolution of the elastic compliance (inverse

of stiffness) of FG domain monolayers with coverage. Differences in the

mechanical properties of the FG domain films can be clearly discriminated

by this plot. To evaluate the contribution of phenylalanines to the stiffness

of Nsp1-WT meshworks, we included additionally an Nsp1 construct in

which exclusively phenylalanines were mutated to serines (Nsp1-F/S).

Nsp1-F/S and Nsp1-FILV/S exhibited very similar curves, indicating

that the F/S mutation is sufficient for the loss of cohesive interactions

compared to Nsp1-WT. To see this figure in color, go online.
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decrease in DD/-Df with increasing absolute frequency
shifts (or surface coverage), consistent with a gradual
increase in protein concentration and perhaps even attractive
interactions within the films (27). The magnitudes of the
DD/-Df values varied significantly between FG domain
types, indicating that film stiffness indeed depends on the
quality of the respective FG domain. Nup98-glyco and
Nsp1-FILV/S formed the most rigid and soft films,
respectively, whereas Nsp1-WT formed films of intermedi-
ate rigidity, consistent with the trends observed for film
compaction and film formation kinetics. Interestingly, we
could not find any difference in stiffness between Nsp1-
FILV/S and another Nsp1 construct in which exclusively
phenylalanines were mutated to serines (Nsp1-F/S). This
indicates that F is essential for formation of the cross-links
that make Nsp1-WT stiffer than its mutant forms, whereas I,
L, and V, which together contribute only 19% of the total
content in hydrophobic amino acids of the Nsp1 FG domain,
only play a subordinate role.
Lateral homogeneity of and chain mobility in FG
domain meshworks

To test how the nature of the FG domains affects the supra-
molecular organization along the surface plane, we imaged
FG domain films at selected grafting densities by AFM
(Fig. 5). Nup98-glyco films at grafting densities of 12
and 9 pmol/cm2 (Fig. 5 a–b) appeared overall homogeneous.
Small-scale surface corrugations with a characteristic lateral
length scale of ~20 nm could be clearly imaged, whereas
any feature of smaller size eluded imaging. When
decreasing the surface density to 5.4 pmol/cm2 (Fig. 5 c),
depressions appeared. The depressions were shallow yet
their diameter of typically ~100 nm was already several
times wider than the transport channel of NPCs. When
further decreasing the grafting density, the film became
very heterogeneous, showing holes of several 100 nm in
diameter (Fig. 5 d).

We believe that these holes traverse the film completely,
even though the apparent depth of the holes in Fig. 5
d (~5 nm) is likely to be smaller than the unperturbed thick-
ness of the surrounding film. Most likely, the discrepancy
arises because the FG domain film is transiently compressed
upon encounter with the AFM probe, even under the gentlest
imaging conditions. Indeed, we observed the measured
depth of the holes to sensitively depend on the imaging
conditions, i.e., a subtle decrease in the AFM cantilever’s
setpoint amplitude, which is a measure of the pressure
that the AFM probe exerts on the film, entailed a significant
further reduction (by a few nm) in apparent depth (data not
shown).

Despite the films’ compliance, the lateral surface features
of all Nup98-glyco films varied only little, if at all, upon
repeated imaging for extended times (up to 1 h). Measure-
ments by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
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FIGURE 5 Grafting density and cohesive interac-

tions influence the morphology of FG domain assem-

blies. Images by AFM of different FG repeat domain

films. The left column shows low magnification

images (2.5 � 1.25 mm2). The right column shows

images at higher magnification (1 � 0.5 mm2), which

were either obtained by digital zoom (from zones

encased by orange solid lines in the left column) or

by imaging at a higher resolution. Nup98-glyco films

at a grafting density of (a) 12 pmol/cm2 and (b)

9 pmol/cm2 show a homogeneous surface with a

distinct and stable small-scale morphology. (c) At

5.4 pmol/cm2 shallow depressions of typically

100 nm width and a few nm in depth appear. (d) At

4.0 pmol/cm2 the film becomes highly heteroge-

neous, with holes of several 100 nm in width that

are likely to fully traverse the film. (e) Nsp1-WT

films at 6.6 pmol/cm2 appear homogeneous with

some apparent roughness that could not be imaged

stably. (f) Control image of a pure SLB. Color bar:

false color coding of relative heights; scale bars:

200 nm; insets show height profiles of selected

scan lines (white dashed lines).
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(FRAP; Fig. 6 a) confirmed that Nup98-glyco domains have
no detectable lateral mobility, despite being anchored to
laterally mobile NTA-lipids in a fluid-phase SLB. The sta-
bility of film morphology is direct evidence that interchain
interactions within end-grafted Nup98-glyco assemblies
are sufficiently strong to drive self-organization into tempo-
rally stable (i.e., nonfluid) and rather dense hydrogel phases
at the nm scale. If the grafting density is too low, the hydro-
gel phase is disrupted. In contrast, if the density is suffi-
ciently high, a laterally homogeneous hydrogel can form.
Nsp1-WT films, formed at 6.6 pmol/cm2, were laterally
homogeneous but exhibited some apparent roughness
(Fig. 5 e). In contrast to Nup98-glyco, the surface features
varied strongly upon repeated imaging, indicating that the
grafted Nsp1-WT molecules retain sufficient mobility to
reorganize rapidly. Images of Nsp1-WT and Nsp1-FILV/
S films at 5.5 pmol/cm2 appeared so smooth that they
were indistinguishable from images of a pure SLB
(Fig. 5 f), i.e., they were too soft to be imaged and readily
penetrated by the AFM tip. Complementary FRAP
Biophysical Journal 105(8) 1860–1870



FIGURE 6 Lateral mobility of FG domain films. Measurements by

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). (a) Nup98-glyco,

even at a relatively low surface coverage (5.4 pmol/cm2), did not show

any significant recovery of the bleached central spot within 4 h. (b) In

contrast, a slow yet significant recovery was observed for Nsp1-WT even

at close-to-maximal surface density, demonstrating that the FG domains

are laterally mobile within the film. (c) Also Nsp1-FILV/S showed

recovery, which was quicker and almost complete within 30 min. Scale

bar: 30 mm. To see this figure in color, go online.
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measurements provided direct evidence that lateral mobility
is retained for Nsp1-WT and Nsp1-FILV/S (Fig. 6 b–c).
Clearly, the cohesive interactions in Nsp1-WT monolayers
are too weak to drive the formation of stable aggregates.
This result is in contrast with the observation of stable
Nsp1-WT hydrogels at the macroscopic level (17,18).
FIGURE 7 Quantification of the energy for FG domain film compaction

from binding rates. Activation energies Ea were determined from the FG

domain binding rates dG/dt in Fig. 2 as a function of grafting density G

through dG/dt ¼ cA exp(Ea/kBT), where c ¼ 0.9 mM is the concentration of

FG domains in the bulk solution. Following the theoretical considerations

for the formation of brushes by Ligoure and Leibler (43), we set A ¼
6p2=21=3 � kBTMw=ðh0NArPa

5N2Þz4:13 mol m s�1 g�1�Mw=N
2. h0¼

0.9 mPa s is the solution viscosity, NA ¼ 6.02� 10�23 mol�1 is Avogadro’s

number, rP ¼ 1.36 g/cm3 is the protein partial specific volume (64),

a ¼ 0.76 nm is the statistical (Kuhn) segment length (or twice the contour

length of an amino acid), N is the number of segments (or half the number

of amino acids) per FG domain chain, and Mw is the FG domain molecular

weight. As long as binding is limited by the permeation of an incoming

molecule through the FG domain film (solid lines), the activation energy is

equivalent to the free energy increase associated with partitioning into and

stretching of the chain in the film. In the limits of low and high coverage

(dashed lines), mass transport limitations and saturation of the Ni2þ-NTA
binding sites on the SLB, respectively, impose an upper limit on the experi-

mentally accessible activation energies. The differences between the

activation energies for Nsp1-FILV/S on one hand, and Nsp1-WT or

Nup98-glyco on the other, correspond to the energies of film compaction

due to cohesive interactions. At 5 pmol/cm2, it amounts to 3 kBT for Nsp1-

WT andR 7 kBT for Nup98-glyco. To see this figure in color, go online.
Energy of film compaction

Cohesive interactions effectively lower the free energy of
grafted FG domain chains. For c % 0.5, i.e., overall repul-
sive or weakly cohesive interactions, mean field theory (46)
predicts a free energy increase (in units of thermal energy
kBT) of E z 2h2/(Na2) upon confinement of a chain in the
brush, where a is the statistical (Kuhn) segment length
(a ¼ 0.76 nm, i.e., twice the contour length of an amino
acid in polypeptides), and N is the number of segments
(or half the number of amino acids) per chain. The AFM re-
sults for h (Fig. 3 b) correspond to free energies of 14 5 5,
8 5 5 and 4 5 2 kBT, respectively, for Nsp1-FILV/S,
Nsp1-WT and Nup98-glyco. The value for Nup98-glyco
should be considered an upper bound, because this FG
domain forms only a weak brush, i.e., at the borderline to
a disrupted film, under the employed surface coverage
(Fig. 5 c).

Provided that binding is limited by the FG domain film,
the free energy gains can also be related to binding rates
(Fig. 2 a) through Arrhenius’ law, dG/dt ¼ cA exp(Ea/kBT)
(43), where c is the FG domain concentration in the bulk
solution, and Ea is the activation energy for binding
(Fig. 2 b). The prefactor A depends only weakly on the
FG domain type, and from the differences in Ea, we estimate
Biophysical Journal 105(8) 1860–1870
energy gains of 3 and 7 kBT for Nsp1-WTand Nup98-glyco,
respectively, compared with Nsp1-FILV/S, at G ¼
5 pmol/cm2 (Fig. 7). The value for Nup98-glyco is a lower
limit, because binding of this FG domain remained mass
transport–limited until higher grafting densities. Both
approaches for the estimation of energy gains produce
similar results. They reveal that the average free energy
cost per amino acid, or per FG unit of typically 15 to 20
amino acids, for film compaction is rather small, typically
on the order of 0.01, or 0.1 kBT, respectively.
DISCUSSION

We used monolayers of selected types of FG domains to
study the effect of cohesive interactions on the morphology
of FG domain assemblies at the nanoscale. The monolayers
mimic the conditions in the native NPC as FG domains are
end-grafted to a surface at comparable densities. Under
these conditions, cohesive interactions drastically affected
various film properties, i.e., formation kinetics, morphology
(thickness and lateral homogeneity), chain mobility, and
mechanical properties. Importantly, the observed morphol-
ogies, and their dependence on cohesiveness, are in good
qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions for
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regular, flexible polymer chains as a function of the Flory
interaction parameter c (Fig. 1 b). Our study provides
evidence that theoretical concepts for regular, flexible
polymers are pertinent to predict the self-organization
behavior of FG domains. We propose that such concepts
are useful to better understand the permeability barrier’s
mechanism of function.
Impact of cohesive interactions on the
morphology and implications for the size
selectivity of the permeability barrier

Applying these theoretical concepts to the topology of the
NPC transport channel—a cylinder that is short, i.e., the
diameter roughly equals the length—and considering that
the grafting density in our planar systems is comparable
with that in the native NPC, different morphologies would
be expected as a function of cohesiveness between polymer
chains (Fig. 8). Without cohesive interactions, a continuous
polymer meshwork would occupy the entire channel and
pervade a rather large space around the channel entrances
(Fig. 8 a). Balanced interchain interactions induce compac-
tion into a denser meshwork (Fig. 8 b). If the cohesive
interactions become too strong, i.e., at free energy gains
well beyond a few kBT per chain, the continuity of the mesh-
work is disrupted. Polymer chains may form a collapsed
phase near the wall (Fig. 8 c), or become partially stretched
close to the wall and collapsed at the channel’s center
(31,47,48).

The performance of these morphologies as permeability
barriers would differ drastically. Size selectivity would be
almost completely lost in the scenario shown in Fig. 8 c,
because even rather large molecules can rapidly diffuse
through spaces that are not occupied by the FG domain
meshwork. The assemblies sketched in Fig. 8 a–b should
FIGURE 8 Impact of cohesive interactions on the supramolecular FG

domain assembly in the NPC topology. Scheme of a cross section along

the channel axes, based on predictions from polymer theory for flexible,

grafted polymers. (a) If the interchain interactions are only weakly attrac-

tive or repulsive, an extended brush forms, and chains entangle into a

meshwork with a characteristic mesh size. (b) With moderate inter-FG-

domain interactions, the meshwork becomes denser; the characteristic

mesh size and the size-exclusion limit decrease. (c) Strong cohesive inter-

actions generate a discontinuous and leaky meshwork that fails to fill the

entire channel. Tuning the cohesiveness of FG domains hence provides

a robust strategy to optimize the size-selectivity of the nuclear pore

permeability barrier. To see this figure in color, go online.
both feature size-selective permeability, albeit to a different
extent (27,33,34). To a first approximation, both assemblies
can be characterized by an average mesh size. Molecules
smaller than the mesh can readily permeate the FG domain
assembly, whereas the diffusion of larger molecules is
slowed down (33,34). In meshworks of flexible polymers,
the mesh size is predicted to decrease with polymer concen-
tration with a power between 3/4 and 1, depending on c
(33–35). Consequently, the roughly twofold increase in
FG domain concentration that we observed between the
least cohesive Nsp1-FILV/S and the most cohesive
Nup98-glyco (at identical grafting density) would translate
into a decrease in the mesh size by 40% or more. This sim-
ple estimate illustrates that a compaction of the FG domain
meshwork through interchain interactions (Fig. 8 b) can
decrease the size-exclusion limit for inert proteins consider-
ably. We would like to stress that the improvement in size
selectivity through film compaction is expected to persist
even if the individual interchain interactions (or cross-links)
are very short-lived. In such a ‘‘compacted meshwork,’’ the
size-exclusion limit arises predominantly from the mutual
confinement of interpenetrating polymer chains (33,34).
With increasing stability, cross-links add another quality
to the meshwork, i.e., they improve size selectivity further,
because they enhance the spatial confinement of chains and
thereby stabilize the meshes (33). Reconstituted NPCs have
so far only been observed to be functional with strongly
cohesive FG domains such as Nup98-glyco (21). The rela-
tive contribution of compaction and stable cross-links, as
formed in a hydrogel, to the size-selective permeability of
NPCs, however, remains to be elucidated.

Based on our experimental results and polymer theory
concepts, we conjecture that the formation of a dense
and continuous pore-filling phase of FG domains is a
viable strategy to create a barrier that effectively excludes
inert molecules based on their size. The tuning of the
overall cohesiveness emerges as a robust and efficient
way to generate such architecture for the grafting densities
and FG domain contour lengths that are typical in NPCs.
At the same time, such a phase would enable transloca-
tion of NTRs, according to the selective phase model, as
previously demonstrated in vitro with macroscopic FG
domain hydrogels (18,25,49) and reconstituted NPCs
(21). In the presence of NTRs, FG domain meshworks
were found to have enhanced size selectivity (28,50).
Further studies on FG domain monolayers should aim at
understanding how NTRs affect the morphology (26,51),
size selectivity, and mechanical properties (27) of FG
domain meshworks.
FG domains can form nanoscopic hydrogels

Structural characterization by AFM (Fig. 5 a–c) and FRAP
analysis (Fig. 6 a) provides strong evidence that, in physio-
logical buffer, end-grafted Nup98-gyco assembles into a
Biophysical Journal 105(8) 1860–1870
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nonfluid, water-retaining phase, i.e., a hydrogel. This
implies that FG domains can retain hydrogel properties
even in assemblies with dimensions comparable with the
NPC, where the size of the assembly is only a few times
larger than the native extension of the individual molecules
in isolation. From a comparison of the phase behavior of
irregular FG domains (Fig. 5 a–c) with theoretical predic-
tions for regular polymers (Fig. 1 b), we conclude that the
‘‘effective’’ Flory interaction parameter c for Nup98-glyco
must be above 0.5.

The Nsp1-WT FG domain forms stable macroscopic
hydrogels (17), and also, in the end-grafted nanoscopic sys-
tem, interactions were clearly evident by the more rapid
assembly (Fig. 2), decreased thickness (Fig. 3) and
increased stiffness (Fig. 4) of the Nsp1-WT film as
compared with the FILV/S mutant. Nevertheless, Nsp1-
WT films remained softer and more mobile than Nup98-
glyco films (Figs. 4–6), perhaps because only the N-terminal
part (residues 1 to 175) of the Nsp1 FG domain is more
cohesive than the C-terminal part (residues ~200 to 600).
A selective permeability barrier in FG-domain-depleted
NPCs could be restored by Nup98-glyco or by a multiplied
N-terminal part of the Nsp1 FG domain, but not by the com-
plete Nsp1p-WT domain (21), although also the latter forms
highly selective macroscopic hydrogels (17,18,21,25). This
suggests that nanoscopic details might be of critical func-
tional significance. Indeed, it appears possible that an end-
grafted Nsp1-WT domain forms a layered architecture
with a gel-like layer originating from its more cohesive
portion and a more liquid (and more permeable) layer that
originates from its larger less cohesive part and allows
nonselective fluxes of macromolecules through the NPC.
Since Nsp1-WT does not form disrupted films, we conclude
that c must be around or less than 0.5.
Impact of cohesive interactions on NPC
biogenesis and stability

Fig. 2 demonstrates that cohesive interactions can greatly
facilitate the assembly of end-grafted FG domain mesh-
works. Because the NPC is a self-assembled architecture,
this effect might be important for the rate of NPC biogen-
esis. Moreover, stretching of grafted chains in a brush at
NPC-relevant grafting densities entails entropic penalties
that can readily amount to 10 kBT or more. Unless equili-
brated by cohesive interchain interactions, this penalty
decreases the stability of FG domain anchorage. We
therefore propose that cohesive interactions facilitate (and
might even be essential for) the correct and timely assembly
and for the stability of the permeability barrier. Indeed, a
Nup98-FIL/S mutant, were F, I, and L residues were
mutated to serines to minimize cohesive interactions,
was found to require higher concentrations for efficient
incorporation into reconstituted NPCs than wild type
Nup98-glyco (21).
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Impact of heterogeneities on the performance of
the permeability barrier

We argued above that a continuous pore-filling meshwork is
required for the correct function of the permeability barrier.
This meshwork, however, may not be entirely homoge-
neous. For example, it is well known that the density of non-
cohesive polymers in planar brushes exhibits a parabolic
profile in the direction normal to the surface (52,53). Spatial
variations in the FG repeat density might very well occur
inside the NPC, both along and perpendicular to the channel
axis, owing to the geometrical constraints of the channel
(48,54). Variations in FG repeat density and cohesiveness
within (19,32) and between (20) individual FG domains
might contribute further heterogeneities, as illustrated by a
recent simulation study (54).

In particular, such variations could explain the results by
Ma et al. (55) who proposed preferred transport paths for
inert molecules and NTRs, respectively, that were spatially
separated yet interdependent. Recent simulations by
Osmanovic et al. (47) suggest that tuning of cohesiveness
sensibly affects the distribution of FG repeats perpendicular
to the channel axis. We conclude that the results by Ma et al.
do not represent firm evidence against the selective phase
model, as had been proposed by the authors. Instead, we
conjecture that the location of transport paths may vary
between cellular species as a function of the fine-tuning of
cohesive interactions, but that the existence of a preferred
path at a precise location is not essential for the functionality
of the permeability barrier.

Cohesiveness of FG domains and the position of FG
domains in the NPC might also be interconnected to further
optimize size and species selectivity of the permeability
barrier. For example, FG domains that are located at the
periphery of the permeability barrier might be less cohesive,
to occupy a larger volume for catching NTRs from
solution, whereas FG domains in the center could show
stronger cohesion to form a tight and highly size-selective
meshwork (20).

Clearly, such heterogeneity effects cannot be captured by
simple theories of flexible polymers. Their understanding is
likely to require more sophisticated theoretical (47,56)
and experimental approaches that consider explicitly the
heterogeneous primary structure of FG domains and/or
the topology of NPCs. We have therefore intentionally
chosen to keep our comparison between theory and exper-
iment largely on a qualitative level. However, we propose
that the simple conceptual approach presented here
captures essential features underlying the function of the
permeability barrier.
CONCLUSION

To summarize, we have demonstrated that FG domain
monolayers show different film formation kinetics,
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morphologies, dynamics, and mechanical properties de-
pending on the type of employed FG domain. In agreement
with predictions from polymer theory, we attribute these
findings to different degrees of cohesive interactions
between FG domains. Based on the analysis of our data in
terms of simple theoretical concepts for assemblies of flex-
ible polymers with varying Flory interaction parameter c,
we propose the formation of a compact FG domain assem-
bly that fills the entire pore—a compacted meshwork—as a
key design principle for a functional permeability barrier.
Tuning of interchain interactions, within the range of a
few kBT of free energy per chain, emerges as a robust and
effective tool to optimize functionality. It should be benefi-
cial for the biogenesis and stability of NPCs, and useful as a
design rule for the engineering of fabricated species-
selective filtering devices.
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SUPPORTING METHODS 

Quantification of mass transport limited FG domain adsorption rates. In our experimental 

in situ ellipsometry setup, i.e. a flat surface opposite a rotating stirrer, transport of molecules to 

the film can be adequately described by diffusion through an unstirred layer next to the surface 

(1). The mass transport limited adsorption rate of FG domains can be estimated from a reference 

measurement of an adsorption process that is limited by mass transport and that occurs under 

identical stirring conditions (1): 

 
  

  
 

  
  

    

   
 
       

     
 
  

  
 

   
. 

We chose the adsorption of avidin with a concentration of 0.1 μM to a biotinylat d SLB (2) as 

the reference and measured an adsorption rate of                       ol          

(mean  standard deviation from three measurements). The Stokes radius for avidin is      
      , and we estimate     to be between 3.5 and 8.7 nm, based on reported values for other 

FG domains (3,4) and other intrinsically disordered or chemically denatured proteins (5,6). 

These considerations lead to a mass transport limited adsorption rate for FG domains between 

7.6 and 21.5 pmol/cm
2
/min at a bulk concentration of 0.9  0.1 μM. This  ang  is      s nt d as 

a gray-shaded area in Fig. 2 a. 
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SUPPORTING FIGURES 

 
FIGURE S1: Quality of purified recombinant FG domains used in this study. FG domains with 

His-tag were dissolved in 30% formamide and diluted 1:10 in SDS sample buffer. 2.5 µg of each 

protein was resolved by SDS-PAGE and stained with Coomassie G250. All preparations contain 

more than 90% full length protein. 
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FIGURE S2: FG domains are anchored specifically and stably through their terminal His-

tags to NTA-functionalized SLBs. (a) SLB formation monitored by QCM-D. Silica surfaces in 

working buffer were exposed to 50 μg/ml SUVs made of 90 mol-% DOPC and 10 mol-% bis-

NTA-functionalized lipids. Start and duration of the incubation is indicated by an arrow. The 

two-phase behavior together with the final changes in frequency and dissipation of Δf = -28 Hz 

and ΔD < 0.3·10
-6

, respectively, characterizes the formation of an SLB of good quality (7). The 

minor shifts in Δf and ΔD at about 44 min are due to the removal of NiCl2 from the solution 

during rinsing in working buffer. (b) Formation of FG domain films was monitored by QCM-D 

on SLBs formed from SUVs containing either a mixture of 90 mol-% DOPC and 10 mol-% bis-

NTA-functionalized lipids (solid lines), or only DOPC (dotted lines). Baselines (i.e. 

Δf = ΔD = 0) correspond to the responses for bare SLBs. Start and duration of incubation steps 

with different samples are indicated with solid arrows on top of the plot. After each incubation 

step, the solution phase was replaced by working buffer. Strong changes in frequency and 

dissipation upon incubation with different His-tagged FG domain species (listed in the legend) at 

45 μg/ml (i.e. 0.7 μM Nsp1-FILVS, Nsp1-FS and Nsp1-WT and 0.8 μM Nup98-glyco) on 

NTA-functionalized SLBs reflect the formation of soft and hydrated films. No changes in Δf and 

ΔD for Nsp1-derived FG domains and minor changes for Nup98-glyco upon rinsing in buffer 

(rinsing of Nup98-glyco was performed at 25 min, i.e. earlier than for the other species; orange 

arrowhead) indicate stable grafting. After exposure to 500 mM imidazole at pH 7.4, Δf and ΔD 

return to baseline levels, demonstrating specificity of binding. Changes in Δf and ΔD upon 

exchange from imidazole containing solution to pure working buffer do not reflect any changes 

on the surface but result from a change in the viscosity and/or density of the surrounding solution 

owing to the presence of imidazole. When exposed at 90 μg/ml (i.e. 1.5 μM Nsp1-FILVS, 

Nsp1-FS, and Nup98-glyco and 1.4 μM Nsp1-WT) to SLBs made of pure DOPC, none of the 

His-tagged FG domains induced appreciable QCM-D responses, confirming that the FG domains 

do not bind to SLBs that lack NTA functionality. 

a b
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FIGURE S3: All FG domains in the films are anchored to the SLB. SLBs with 10 mol-% 

bis-NTA functionalized lipids were formed and incubated with His-tagged FG domains at a 

concentration of 23 μg/ml (0.4 μM). Incubation was interrupted, by rinsing in working buffer, 

when frequency shifts reached between 50 and 70 % of the maximal frequency shifts observed in 

Fig. S1 b. No changes in Δf and ΔD were observed when the films were subsequently incubated 

with the same FG domain types lacking the His-tags at identical concentration. We conclude that 

homophilic interactions or entanglements are not sufficient to entrap individual FG domains 

stably in the films. All stably bound FG domain molecules must hence be anchored to the SLB. 
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FIGURE S4: Tuning FG domain surface density. FG domain films with defined and 

reproducible grafting densities (indicated on top of each plot) were obtained by tuning the 

valency (bis or tris) and fraction (in mol-%) of NTA-functionalized lipids in the SUVs from 

which the SLBs were formed (indicated in each plot). FG domains were incubated at 

concentrations of 56 μg/ml (1.0 μM) for Nup98-glyco and 113 μg/ml (1.8 μM) for Nsp1-WT and 

(1.9 μM) Nsp1-FILVS. 
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FIGURE S5: FG domain film thickness determination from QCM-D data. Film thickness 

was estimated by fitting the QCM-D data for all overtones to a continuum viscoelastic model (8) 

with the software QTM (D. Johannsmann, Technical University of Clausthal, Germany (9); 

option “small load approximation”), as described in detail elsewhere (10). The model relates the 

measured QCM-D responses, Δf and ΔD as a function of the overtone number, to the viscoelastic 

properties and the thickness of the surface-confined film (10,11). The figure shows the final 

QCM-D responses (symbols) for the formation of FG domain films of about 5 pmol/cm
2
 (see Fig. 

S3 b for film formation conditions; FG domain type is indicated in the plot) together with the 

best fits (lines) as a function of overtone i. Resulting film thicknesses are shown in Fig. 3 b, 

where error bars correspond to joint confidence regions with a confidence level of one standard 

deviation, and were determined as described in ref. (10). 
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